At Dominican University of California, where we have instated Big History as the core of our General Education program, we faculty engage in a Summer Institute, a weeklong, intensive faculty development seminar in which we work collectively to hone our program and our abilities to teach this challenging multidisciplinary curriculum.
skirts the hill at the southern piling of the Golden Gate Bridge, the Presidio airfieldCrissy Field-came into view far down below. Sitting in the middle of its vast green, and seeming to take up much of the field, were two enormous black spaceships.
Startled, I slowed the car. Then, floating in from the north, from above San Francisco Bay, came two more flying craft: the first was long and green and white-Marine One, the helicopter that bears the President of the United States. The second was yet another spaceship-a giant black attack helicopter.
My heart leapt with adrenaline. "It's Obama! It's Obama!" I shouted. I remembered hearing on the radio that the President was in town, raising funds and plying tech initiatives in Silicon Valley-and here he was, choppering in to San Francisco for two more fundraisers.
Two policemen held the high ground roadside. I rolled down my window.
"Is that Obama?" I said, excitedly.
"Yes, it's Obama," the officer said, a note of jaundice in his voice-as in, of course it's Obama, you idiot.
I pulled the car onto the shoulder and popped my daughter out of her car seat.
We crossed over and watched excitedly as the President of the United States landed, and a few tiny, distant figures made their way, like ants, toward a waiting motorcade. I had had no contact with the military or military hardware in the post-9/11 era. I was flabbergasted at the sight of these enormous heavy helicopters, which were so obviously bristling with destructive firepower, and resembled nothing so much as assault craft from the recent Battlestar Galactica television series. And what I thought then was: we own that.
We got back into the car, and as I pulled back onto the road, I slapped my forehead. Rostov! What I had just experienced was exactly what Tolstoy had described.
And I was embarrassed.
But it was strange. I had seen Obama before, from much closer-speaking in Oakland on St. Patrick's Day, 2007, soon after he had announced his candidacy for the Democratic nomination-and had no such emotional response. What was different now? I realized, in that moment, that what was so compelling about Barack Obama's helicopters was not Barack Obama himself, but the power that we, the American people, had vested in him.
We had, as citizens, as voters, purposefully funneled through this one human being nearly all the energy flows of our country: our national consumption of fossil fuels. Our nation's electrical grid. The potential destructive energy of the U.S. Military (which is also the largest single consumer of energy in the world). Our nuclear arsenal, measured in the thousands of megatons. The flows of money through the entire US economy. And that-the attractive force of all that power-was what had turned an otherwise staid anti-propagandist giddy. RICHARD B. SIMON On Power: George Lucas, Jerry Garcia, and Barack Obama's Big Black Helicopters page 136 © 2013 Authors reserve all copyright to this material.
It was at this moment (to borrow phrasing from George Orwell) that I perceived the real nature of political power.
Power is the ability to marshal flows of energy.
On earth, nearly all energy comes from our star. The energy that humans and most other animals consume comes from plants which have captured the star's light and turned it into sugars through photosynthesis. The fossil fuels that we burn are the boiled down corpses of such plants and animals that lived hundreds of millions of years ago. Solar photovoltaic cells turn the star's light into electricity. Even wind turbines rely on currents caused by thermal gradients in fluids (air and water) heated by the star or cooled in its absence. The only exceptions are geothermal energy, which is latent heat left over from the collisions that formed the planet, at high pressure (and likely somewhat radioactive) and nuclear energy, which is the result of splitting very large atoms of Uranium forged in the violent deaths of other stars.
Still, for the most part, power is the ability to marshal, to direct, flows of energy from our star, the sun. The more energy a human can direct, the more powerful we fellow humans perceive that human to be. And that's probably also the case in other species, and certainly in other mammals that have social hierarchies, wherein lead animals in families can allocate resources, whether food or reproductive access.
It was Henry Kissinger, the Nixon-era American Secretary of State, who said that power is the greatest aphrodisiac -a magical substance that renders the wielder, in Darwinian terms, reproductively fit. That may be because humans can perceive the wielder of power as a node through which energy flows, and at which energy therefore accumulates. And that such node-iness manifests as (and may also be a result of) that other mysterious attractive force, charisma.
And proximity to an energy flow node can itself yield evolutionary advantagesuch as the ability to harvest energy (as money, food, or perhaps information) for oneself, or one's offspring.
If we were to seek a measure of political power, it would be a measure of the amount of energy that an individual has at her or his command. And power bears a close relationship to charisma.
Just before Rostov's adulation of the Czar Alexander, Tolstoy describes, through Rostov's eyes, the two Emperors' effect on the amassed troops:
Before the approach of the sovereign, each regiment, in its speechlessness and immobility, seemed a lifeless body; but as soon as the sovereign drew level with it, the regiment came alive and thundered, joining the roar of the entire line which the sovereign had already passed.
To the terrible, deafening sound of these voices, amidst the masses of troops, motionless, as if petrified in their rectangles, the hundreds of horsemen of the suite moved casually, asymmetrically, and, above all, freely, and in front of them two men-the emperors. Upon them was The word midi-chlorian itself is a fusion of mitochondria, the "power house"
organelle within an animal cell, which delivers energy, in usable form, as adenosine triphosphate, or ATP 6 , with chloroplast, the organelle within a plant cell that performs the same function.
As it turns out, when his blood is tested, young Anakin Skywalker has an unusually high midi-chlorian count. He may be, Qui Gon Jinn suspects, the chosen one-a being so powerful that he can bring "balance" to The Force. In layperson's terms, that means that he will grow up to become the powerful villain Darth Vader, who, in his penultimate act, kills his master, the Emperor (the Emperor himself channels energy flows directly, as "force lightning" that shoots from his fingertips).
This does bring balance to The Force, by ending imperialism and totalitarianism in the It's all because Anakin Skywalker's cells, containing an unusually large number of powerhouse organelles per volume, are able to process more solar energy than those of an ordinary Force-adept. And here we must note that Anakin Skywalker's home planet, Tattooine, is a desert world because it is in a binary star system: it orbits, and receives the radiated energy from, two suns.
Darth Vader is not the only solar-powered character in industrial-age fiction.
Superman, created by two young American Jews (likely at least in part in response to the rising Nazi threat), draws his superhuman strength, his ability to fire heat rays from his eyeballs, and his ability to fly, from the earth's star.
Superman is born Kal-El on another planet far, far away-Krypton. Ahead of a planetary apocalypse, his parents send him, Moses-like, down the cosmic river in a high-tech basket-and he lands in the American breadbasket, in Kansas, during the Great Depression. Krypton, famously, orbited a "red sun"-and it is the Earth's yellow sun that gives Kal-El his power.
If we were to think about it in a Big History context, we might conclude that the Kryptonian Kal-El's cells evolved to process the amount of energy thrown off by Krypton's star. Earth's star must therefore be emitting more energy than Krypton's star. This would seem to indicate that Krypton's star was a low-energy-emitting red dwarf. And Kryptonian humanoids must have evolved with some form of photosynthesis. Really, as Superman does not appear to need to consume food, and draws his power from the sun, he must be a photosynthesizer.
Most importantly, Kal-El's cells are able to process the higher energy output from Earth's star. In Spierian terms, the Goldilocks conditions that allow Superman to exist as a form of complexity must range, at least, from the lower energy flows from Krypton's star to the higher energy flows from earth's star. 8 And it is Kal-El's biological ability to marshal that energy that gives him his power.
The Japanese monster movie villain-slash-hero Gojira-a.k.a. Godzilla-is another energy-wielding character. A response to the devastating nuclear bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki that ended World War II (and Japan's own imperial ambitions), Godzilla is a giant prehistoric reptile, spawned or perhaps reawakened by the nuclear explosions, who marshals flows of atomic energy: his eyes shoot focused laser beams, and his breath is radioactive fire. In earlier incarnations, he is a metaphor for the atomic age. What makes Godzilla, too, such a fearful and awesome (and compelling to humans) monster is his ability to direct energy flows.
The Fit Man Rocks
One evening, many years ago, I was watching a videocassette of a Grateful
Dead concert from 1991, with a friend. The video quality was terrible. It was a bootleg cassette, shot furtively. The picture was black and white-mostly black-and fuzzed with static, and the sound wasn't much better. That said, during one of the first few songs of the band's set, the camera focused in on Jerry Garcia, the Dead's iconic guitarist, who was soloing. You could see Garcia's face clearly (and knew that the enormous crowd could, too; the band at the time was employing massive videoscreens on either side of the stage). At one point during a solo, he played an interesting lick-and at the same time, raised one eyebrow, a classic Garcia facial expression-and the crowd went wild. Look at that, my friend remarked. That guy has so much charisma that he can raise his eyebrow, and twenty thousand people go nuts.
Of course, what Garcia did in his career as an electric guitar player in a powerhouse rock and roll band was to channel energy flows-in this case using his nine and a third fingers, six metal strings, a corresponding set of electromagnets, and a massive amplification system to convert large amounts of electrical energy into pressure waves that could travel through air and induce the eardrums of human beings to vibrate, thus exciting electrochemical activity in those human beings' brains.
Garcia was an exceptionally charismatic figure. He was not particularly handsome-but he had three wives and four children by two of them, and many more girlfriends. He was particularly reproductively fit. But why?
Some simple (meaning done by an English teacher, not a physicist) calculations can give us a loose idea of the amounts of energy Garcia was able to marshal at his peak, around 1988, the summer tour following the band's only big mainstream radio hit, "Touch of Grey", in 1987 . At this time, the band was playing both arenas and, in the summer, football stadiums, some of which, such as New Jersey's Giants Stadium, held 80,000 people. 
It's a Metaphor/ It's NOT a Metaphor: Occupy Wall Street and the Concentration of Power
As I pondered all this, I was teaching our first semester Big History class, the course in which we teach the entire story, from the Big Bang to today and on into the future, to all our students in their first semester. That fall saw the rise of the Occupy Wall Street movement, in which students and unemployed young people-among others-took over Zucotti Park in Lower Manhattan's financial district. The occupation was a protest against rising income inequality, sparked by the aftermath of the bank-led global financial crisis.
In class, we had been discussing the formation of stars and galaxies in the early universe from molecular clouds-masses of loose hydrogen and helium. As David Christian, Cynthia Brown, and Craig Benjamin explain in their textbook Big History:
Between Nothing and Everything 15 , the clouds were not homogeneous. There were areas within the clouds that had more matter per volume, and areas that had less. The areas within those clouds that had more matter, because matter is related to gravitational pull, had more gravity-and so those areas of more densely-packed matter drew to themselves even more matter-and more energy. Thus, regions within the early universe that had, by chance, more density, attracted more matter and thus more energy to themselves, becoming even more dense, gravitational, and electromagnetic, and attracting even more matter to themselves-and so on, until what may have been only slightly more dense eddies of matter and energy gathered to themselves all the matter and energy in their neighborhoods. They reached critical masses, at which point they lit up, the fires of the universe, as galaxies and stars.
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One morning as I was driving to campus, I heard a report about the Occupy movement-and it all clicked: the accumulation of matter and energy in areas that began with more matter and energy in the first place was a perfect metaphor for the concentration of wealth-and therefore of political power.
I discussed this with my students. In the same way that a tiny differential within the molecular cloud leads the region with slightly more matter and energy to draw to itself more and more matter and energy, so flows wealth in human society. A human born into a family with more wealth than the next human has an advantage over the less wealthy human-and is more likely to remain wealthy. This was the problem that Occupy was addressing: the hardening of social strata over the last 30 years against upward mobility from generation to generation.
But the more I thought about it, I realized that it wasn't a metaphor at all. What is wealth but an accumulation of money, which itself represents energy? Money, ultimately, is a stand-in for food, humans' prime source of energy. Sugars and carbohydrates. The ability to do work. So, the concentration of wealth is a concentration of energy-and, of course, of matter.
So ... (Then, again, perhaps it is a metaphor, after all, demanding a Big History definition of metaphor: the poetic recognition and expression of a pattern that recurs at two levels of reality, in two types of complexity, or in two regimes; meaning resides in the comparison. It's like a wormhole. Which is, itself, exactly that.)
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In terms of human societies, that means that, given a surplus of energy, the universe tends naturally toward feudalism and monarchy. In the agrarian age, surpluses that were the result of agricultural production led to social hierarchies. 18 Someone had to protect and distribute surpluses. Whether through consent or coercion, individuals or small groups attained the ability to direct energy flows in the form of food. But energy and matter concentrate at such nodes-and they become monarchies, within feudal systems whose hallmarks are many serfs (slaves) and very few wealthy and charismatic nobles, be they monarchs like Czar Alexander, or priests.
If the universe tends toward feudalism, then the citizens of a democracy, in order to preserve that democracy, must actively check the concentration of wealth and power -of energy -at energy flow nodes.
This has happened at several key points in U.S. history. The Obama campaign believed from the start that digital was an important new area, and really had an almost an evangelical feeling about signing people up to register to give money through Facebook and
Twitter.
The Romney campaign obviously got a later start because he wasn't the incumbent, but also I think didn't quite have the fervent belief that this deserved a lot of resources.
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Romney's comments asserting that 47% of the American people would not vote for him because they were hopelessly and irresponsibly dependent on Federal government largesse, filmed covertly at a reception for a small group of elite donors, 
